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On the Ground 

• Public programs, strategies, and incentives to im- 
plement rangeland climate adaptation are more ef- 
fective if they are tailored to local drought expo- 
sures, sensitivities, and adaptation opportunities. 
As such, local rangeland advisers who aid in cli- 
mate adaptation are pivotal to the development of 
these resources. 
• We hosted a virtual workshop with rangeland advi- 

sors to share results from our climate vulnerability 

assessment, gain their insight on finding usability, 
and discuss visions for resource creation. 
• Climate adaptation resources should not follow a 

one-size-fits-all approach. Accommodating vari- 
ety in resource development and outreach must 
consider multiple factors: variation in the ranching 

community, instability in the environment beyond 

climate, and rancher/manager identified variables 

in climate vulnerability assessment analyses. 
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ntroduction 

Drought and climate change are central themes investi- 
ated in past rangeland research, modeling, and extension ac- 
021 
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research with rangeland advisors to transform results into drought res
ivities.1 This effort is critical to the longevity of ranching 

nd food production, as drought and climate change decrease 
ater supplies and stress forage growth, while exacerbating 

ther issues (e.g., human health, financial strains). For in- 
tance, between 1980 and 2019, 26 major drought events oc- 
urred in the United States, with impact costs exceeding $1B 

ach. In total, these events cost the nation at least $249B.2 Re- 
ent droughts have reached record intensity in some regions 
f the United States, such as the Texas-Oklahoma drought 
f 2012 

3 and the California drought of 2012 to 2014.4 Al- 
hough the word “drought” indicates abnormally dry condi- 
ions, there are different classes of drought, including meteo- 
ological, hydrologic, agricultural, and ecological. While clas- 
ification adds complexity to drought evaluation and discus- 
ion,5 classification helps us better understand the linkages 
etween drought and climate change, human impact, and pro- 

ecting future drought. How ecological drought (i.e., periods 
f water deficits that drive ecosystems beyond thresholds of 
ulnerability) differentially impacts rangelands, livestock, and 

uman communities across various regions remains largely 
nexplored. As such, the development of resources to accom- 
odate unique regional experiences has yet to reach its full 

otential. 
We report the findings from a virtual workshop with 

angeland advisors designed to share the initial climate 
hange vulnerability assessment results from our research 

roject, “Rangelands, Ranching, and Resilience: Ensuring 

daptive Capacity in a Variable Climate” (R3). Through 

he workshop format, we sought to collect rangeland advi- 
ors’ thoughts on the usability of our findings and their vi- 
ions for creating effective information resources and outreach 

pportunities. 
The overall R3 project itself builds upon prior climate 

odeling efforts by acknowledging regional differences in cli- 
ate impacts and the environment’s (natural and human) 

bility to respond to these impacts. The research approach,
hich includes regional analyses, is needed to develop and 

valuate regional strategies to cope with differential changes 
n exposure and sensitivity to climate change and accom- 
1 
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odate various adaptation capacities. We ground the project
remise in the following four guiding principles. 

3’s guiding principles 

1. Different geogr aphic regions within the western United
States have distinctive backdrops on which to assess im-
pacts of climate change. These backdrops include the bio-
physical environment, as well as the socio-economic and
cultural environment, that influence how climate change
manifests on the ground. Climate has influenced natural
and grazing evolutionary histories, and the culture of land
management.6-8 Regions also differ in their exposure to in-
creases in future climate variability.9 

2. The coupling of social and natural components in range-
lands determines sensitivities and effective adaptation
strategies.10 For instance, vulnerability in livestock produc-
tion can be strongly influenced by sensitivities in forage
production to climate variability.11 , 12 By examining vul-
nerability through a social-ecological lens, we can best cap-
ture the available potential management strategies. 

3. Coping with uncertainty is a challenge in both human
decision-making and natural environments. Just as some
individual plants and animals adapt to a changing envi-
ronment to survive, eventually changing the characteristics
of the species,13 , 14 uncertainty in weather conditions has
forced ranchers to adopt a variety of flexible and conser-
vative management strategies that ultimately may become
common practice.15-17 

4. The experience and knowledge of local actors are necessary
to understand specific sensitivities and existing local capac-
ity to adapt to climate events.18 Thus, we embed our exten-
sion efforts with local managers and ranchers throughout
the project framework, first to understand on-going adap-
tations to recent climate variability by the innovators and
early adopters and then to explore how those early adap-
tations may need to be modified under future climate sce-
narios. 

Given the prevalence of diverse, locally dependent cli-
ate change experiences, and the ample local expertise of

angeland advisors working for Cooperative Extension Ser-
ice (CES) and USDA technical assistance agencies, we de-
igned R3 to continuously incorporate advisor knowledge
nd feedback. Ideally, these discussions with rangeland ad-
isors would inform the project’s trajectory and, ultimately,
uggestions for effective adaptation strategies and recom-
endations. This effort extends beyond a one-time event,

ut represents an iterative process between advisors and re-
earchers, working together to develop knowledge and out-
uts ( Fig. 1 ). As such, R3’s history involved creating trusted
elationships with rangeland advisors, using qualitative re-
earch efforts aimed to understand personal experiences, and
ow this workshop to relay new and transformed informa-
ion back to people on the ground with the hope of devel-
ping effective drought adaptation information and resources
ogether. 
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orkshop background 

Increasingly, western ranchers experience and anticipate
he impacts of a changing climate. Many ranchers report feel-
ng moderate to severe levels of anxiety over the need to iden-
ify and employ climate change adaptation strategies.19 To
elp them adapt, the scientists who forecast climate change

mpacts for western rangelands must work collaboratively
ith rangeland advisors to ensure that the best scientific in-

ormation is made available to ranchers in an accessible and
elevant form. 

Climate vulnerability assessments aid in identifying risks
rom climate change impacts of different magnitudes and pro-
ide information for adaptation planning processes. Results
rom assessments must therefore maintain relevance to, and
sability by, rangeland advisors who guide adaptation strate-
ies in their communities. The goal of this workshop was to
onvene rangeland advisors for their assessment of R3 prelim-
nary findings and collect their ideas about how best to share
nformation with their rancher clientele. This step of the it-
rative engagement process ensures research efforts meet the
nformational needs of communities combating drought and
ther climate impacts. 

We invited leading rangeland advisors from six states
cross the western United States within the R3 study site
 Fig. 2 ) to participate in a 3-hour virtual workshop to as-
ess usability of and dissemination options for findings from
3. We targeted rangeland advisors from the R3 study site so

hat knowledge and experience of place remained consistent
ith all of the R3 efforts. We define “rangeland advisors” as

ange or natural resource professionals who provide guidance
o ranchers on relevant research, resources, or tools that will
mprove the sustainable longevity and success of rancher op-
rations. Working closely with ranchers, advisors have clear
deas of their clienteles’ needs as well as influence in rancher
ecision-making. They would have an understanding of how,
nd if, our results can be useful to their rancher communities.
hese individuals include staff from CES, USDA Farm Ser-

ice Agency (FSA), and USDA NRCS. We collected names
nd contacts of relevant rangeland agents and specialists from
ach organization’s offices within our study site. We also in-
luded advisors who have previously participated or informed
ther aspects of the R3 project. We sent these individuals
n email invitation that included a workshop agenda, in-
ormational flyer (Fig. S5), registration link, and Zoom de-
ails. Individuals from Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada,
ew Mexico, and Utah participated; of the 14 partici-

ants, eight were from CES, one from FSA, and five from
RCS. 
We structured the workshop to include two main seg-

ents: 1) sharing R3’s goals, methods, and findings to date
hrough presentations, and 2) gaining feedback from partic-
pants through discussion. In a series of 10-minute presen-
ations, we provided a high-level overview of the project’s
uiding questions, methods, and results to date that illustrate
rought exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity across var-

ous rangeland types in the western United States ( Fig. 2 ).
Rangelands 
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Figure 1. Conceptual model illustrating integration of science, rangeland advisors, and ranchers (adapted from Suding and colleagues’ 2018 grant 
proposal 31 ). 
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hrough this first step, we sought to ground the participants 
n the R3 efforts to date so that we can move forward from a
hared understanding together. We also hoped to clarify the 
imitations of the data and research team capacities. For in- 
tance, providing the timeline of the research grant will inform 

hat is possible in terms of resource creation for the duration 

f the project or prompt other avenues for moving forward 

eyond the lifetime of the grant. Lastly, we wanted to illumi- 
ate the importance of the participants’ insight and expertise 
o these efforts. We recognize our work cannot be used to its 
ullest potential without the input from the people who work 
021 
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irectly with, and understand the needs of, the audiences we 
ope to support. 

Following these short presentations, we divided partici- 
ants into multiple groups of three to four individuals to dis- 
uss the presentations. We assigned a discussion leader from 

he research team to each group to guide conversation with 

 set of discussion questions ( Table 1 ). Additionally, we as-
igned a note-taker from the research team to each group to 

ocument their discussion highlights. Groups reconvened to 

hare discussion highlights in plenary with the goal to identify 
ommon themes ( Fig. 3 ). 
3 
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Figure 2. Extent of the Ranching, Rangelands, and Resilience: Ensuring adaptive capacity in a variable climate (R3) study site. Additionally, figure 
demonstrates rangeland type diversity. 

Table 1 
Small-group discussion questions used by discussion leaders to guide conversation 

Discussion Questions 

1. What information and tools do your clientele currently use to make decisions, what gaps or barriers remain, and what might be needed in the future? 

2. What information and outputs from our research project might be most useful to you and your clientele? 

3. How should we, as a research team, package and distribute information identified in the previous point to be most useful and accessible? 

4. What is the most logical next step to achieve these outputs? 
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orkshop presentations: R3’s goals, methods,
nd findings 

resentation One: R3 background 

In this presentation (Fig. S1), we shared R3’s purpose,
hich aims to identify regions where climate change will
ose a high priority threat to rangeland production systems.
e explained that answering this question will help ranchers

nd managers identify where to prioritize climate threats over
ther rangeland problems and vice versa. The following pre-
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entations expand upon the three components of the climate
ulnerability assessment we performed to answer our research
uestion. 

resentation Two: Exposure - ecological drought 
pproach and regional summaries 

In this presentation (Fig. S2), we described our efforts to
nderstand how drought will change throughout the 21st
entury in terms of soil moisture, precipitation, and temper-
ture. We walked through the methods for this step, which
Rangelands 
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Figure 3. Group discussion captured by graphic illustrator present at the workshop (Karina Branson, ConverSketch). 
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ncluded examining an inclusive suite of different climate 
rojections,20-22 as well as quantifying the degree and dura- 
ion (i.e., exposure) of past and future drought.23-25 We then 

resented our results by region to highlight the diversity in 

rought manifestation. We explained that while temperature 
s likely to increase across all regions, precipitation and soil 

oisture display more variability. For instance, we described 

he northern mixed prairies and cold deserts of the western 

nited States ( Fig. 2 ) will experience an increase in winter 
nd spring soil moisture, although relatively unchanged sum- 
er and fall soil moisture. In California’s annual rangeland 

egion, we suggested more frequent extreme drought during 

he winter, but slightly wetter average spring and summer con- 
itions. We explained that spring soil moisture is likely to de- 
line in the hot deserts region, but differ in projections for soil 
oisture change for other seasons in both the hot deserts and 

hortgrass steppe. 

resentation Three: Sensitivity - mid-century 

orage projections regional summaries 

For this presentation (Fig. S3), we explained how forage 
ill be impacted by the aforementioned changes in soil mois- 

ure, precipitation, and temperature. We walked through the 
ethods we used to create these forage projections, which in- 

luded anal y zing past relationships between weather and re- 
otely sensed forage production and creating models unique 

o each region.26 We explained that climate change is likely to 

mpact forage production variably across western US range- 
ands by mid-century (2020-2059). We shared that mid- 
entury changes to both average forage production, and the 
robability of years with low forage production (defined as 
021 
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nnual production < 75% of the historical mean for a site),
re modest across most western US rangelands. We described 

hat the Southern Plains and Southwest present an exception 

o these findings. Further, we explained that large reductions 
n forage are projected by mid-century, supporting other find- 
ngs that the southwestern United States is where climate 
hange will most impact forage production by mid-century 
cross western US rangelands.27 , 28 

resentation Four: Human dimensions of range 

esilience 

In this final presentation (Fig. S4), we walked through 

ur efforts to understand what “resilience” means for ranch- 
rs, what they identify as threats to the future of ranching,
nd how they are adapting to these threats. We presented the 
ethods and results of our focus groups and interviews con- 

ucted with ranchers in California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona,
olorado, and Nebraska. We explained how four resilience 

hemes emerged, with each theme representing a set of chal- 
enges and adaptations: 1) resilience to changing ecological 
onditions such as drought and invasive weeds; 2) economic 
esilience in face of challenging markets; 3) resilience in the 
ace of a changing ranching community and succession; and 

) resilience to competing priorities for how rangeland should 

e used. We further discussed how, on both private and pub- 
ic rangeland, ranchers are trying to adapt to each of these 
hemes simultaneously, with each theme providing both con- 
traints and opportunities to ranch resilience. Lastly, we de- 
cribed how participating ranchers in the focus groups and 

nterviews expressed higher levels of agency and capacity in 

he face of ecological challenges than they did for the other 
5 
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orkshop discussions: Participants’ response 

o R3 efforts 

A diversity of drought tools and resources exist, but par-
icipants expressed that knowing what tool to use and when
o use it is a daunting challenge. For the participants, most of
hese tools are left unused by their clientele, as ranchers often
urn to reactive and financial backing strategies. While tem-
orarily helpful, these steps lack the long-term, whole-ranch
erspective and may be maladaptive as drought and other cli-
actic challenges persist and evolve. Constrained by finances,

ime, valued or traditional ways of operating, environmental
onditions, etc., ranchers often lack the flexibility to invest in
xploring or implementing new tools or changes in their op-
rations. 

The participants discussed a few factors that make cur-
ent tools inaccessible given these constraints. Certain project
ariables, as well as timescales that exceed decade lengths,
ight not translate well into actionable information, at least

or the decision-making calendars ranchers are currently us-
ng. For example, relying on precipitation totals or averages
eaves blind spots for ranchers who need to know when pre-
ipitation is occurring (seasonality and shifts therein) or how
recipitation will influence forage growth. 

Participants discussed a few factors presented in the re-
earch analysis and data that might challenge the accessibility
nd usability of project outputs. The mid-century projections
e presented reveal intriguing information but can be hard

o conceptualize into drought plans. This facet is especially
rue for those who must operate on shorter, day-to-day time-
rames. Participants suggested incorporating shorter time
cales, narrower confidence intervals, and historical trends to
ncrease reliability and user interest. 

Participants suggested that surface water availability, in ad-
ition to precipitation, could serve as an additional factor in
etermining management scenarios in drought. Recognizing
ther variables that would better illustrate local climate sce-
arios and inform decisions, participants wondered how well
his data and its outputs can accommodate the intra-county
ariability that is a reality across most of the western states.
or instance, what would applying this information look like
ithin a county where cattle graze both range and forest land?
articipants also recognized the predicament in incorporat-

ng a multitude of variables that better reflect the complex-
ty of actual ecosystems versus maintaining simplicity for the
esired user. They suggested examining the prioritization of
hallenges, with a heightened focus on sustaining rancher
ivelihoods and well-being, to envision win-win scenarios. 

Understanding the complex realities and decision space
f ranchers may resolve broader research and communica-
ions challenges. The participants suggested that the long-
erm forage production estimates may be less actionable and
elevant than near-term information on forage or information
n other threats. In response, we wonder if end-of-century
rojections are relevant to ranchers and if beginning with a
nowledge co-production process would help focus on the
ost pressing questions.29 , 30 Long-term projections cannot
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nform decisions made at the margin (e.g., “What do I need
o do next year in order to continue production?”), but this
oes not mean such projections are not valuable. Some ranch-
rs may very much like to know longer-term climate and for-
ge projections, if only as one additional piece of evidence to
eigh in succession planning or in deciding whether to sell or

ignificantly alter their operations. More broadly, when con-
eptualizing the impacts of climate change, rangeland advi-
ors and managers may need to be encouraged to consider a
onger planning horizon to adequately prepare for changing
onditions. Ultimately, participants expressed that exposure
nd sensitivity information were only one piece of the com-
lexity in the factors entering into and defining the decision
pace. 

It is vital to build and maintain ongoing partnerships be-
ween researchers and technology transfer professionals. Par-
icipants explained that climate change researchers rarely un-
erstand the pressures that ranchers face daily, and ranchers
re unlikely to teach them. The gap between scientists and
takeholders is spanned by professionals in CES, NRCS, and
ther state and federal agencies whose programs exist to help
anchers succeed. As scientists work to translate research into
ctionable products for ranchers, the quality of engagement
ith these boundary-spanning professionals will define how

ffectively research is integrated into decisions that matter for
eople and the land. 

ey lessons learned from participant feedback

or the community at large 

Participants acknowledged that certain factors in their
ay-to-day experiences will affect how resources and tools,

ike the results and subsequent outputs created from R3, are
bsorbed and used. We synthesize this input into general sug-
estions for our communities, not specific to our project, to
obilize knowledge transfer from research to actions on the

round. Any use of trade, firm, or product names is for de-
criptive purposes only and does not imply endorsement by
he U.S. Government. 

Climate communication professional. A local expert trained
n climate communication who serves as a one-stop-shop for
limate information and resources would alleviate some of the
arriers ranchers and their rangeland advisors face when in-
orporating climate data and tools into their operations. CES
n Arizona and Utah employ climate specialists in similar ca-
acities, serving as models for CES in other states to evaluate
nd replicate. 

New “old” ways of doing things. Time is a scarce resource for
anchers. Presenting information in time-accessible ways to
anchers is of high priority to disrupt patterns of reactive (e.g.,
estocking, supplement feeding) strategies and implement
ore sustainable options. In coordination with the aforemen-

ioned climate communication professional, options like radio
rograms, newspaper blurbs, and conversations at kitchen ta-
les could offer effective solutions to current drought adap-
Rangelands 
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ation barriers. One-on-one conversations via house visits 
ould also restore the social component lost in group settings 
r research outputs. The social component is critical to devel- 
ping trusting relationships that encourage interest and par- 
icipation in other drought adaptation opportunities. These 
fforts strengthen the alignment between the social and nat- 
ral components of the world around us, further advancing 

 more holistic view of climate change and validation of a 
ocial-ecological approach. Moreover, the individualized ap- 
roach would aid in transferring generalized drought tools 
nd information to ranch-specific scenarios. 

or the project 

Additionally, we synthesize priority participant sugges- 
ions that relate directly to R3’s methods and future trajectory.

Values-based approach. R3 results demonstrate that drought,
nd more broad ly c limate change, will impact rangelands dif- 
erently across the West, with the southwest and southern 

lains rangelands significantly more threatened by drought 
mpacts. However, despite this potential threat, participants 
xplained people may not accept certain information on 

rought under climate change given their beliefs toward cli- 
ate change in general. While ranking or prioritization of 

hreats and values offers a method of targeting audiences for 
his information, a variable that remains important across 
ost audiences is lifestyle. Ranching as a lifestyle implies that 
otivations to ranch extend beyond economic considerations,

ut include enjoyment of the outdoors, scenic views, and fam- 
l y invol vement, to name a few. Including these factors when 

ssessing drought impact might make drought more relat- 
ble across a diversity of operations and influence adoption 

f adaptation strategies. Determining ways to convey research 

nformation that improves the well-being of ranchers and sus- 
ains their operations is critical. Means of doing so may in- 
lude tools that quantify decisions for ranchers, or a list of 
ptions from which ranchers can choose depending on their 
alues, circumstance, and/or ranch-level needs. 

Stakeholder advisory board. No matter the trajectory of R3,
e must retain close communication with stakeholders to en- 

ure our outputs remain accessible and effectively meet the 
eeds of their communities. Creating a representative advi- 
ory board of interested stakeholders would support the con- 
istent and efficient feedback systems between the research 

eam and stakeholders. To achieve representation of the va- 
iety of perspectives and experiences, the board should also 

nclude ranchers, in addition to rangeland advisors, with deep 

onsideration of the diversity of ranch operations (e.g., size,
and base, management practices) and environments (e.g.,
angeland types). Involvement in an advisory board will de- 
and additional time and energy from stakeholders, so ensur- 

ng their involvement is meaningful and worthwhile is criti- 
al. This intentionality requires thoughtful planning by the 
esearch team, balancing proactive advisory board develop- 
ent with the lack of complete certainty in research results 

nd timelines. Developing a board prematurely, for exam- 
le, without a clear vision for an integrated research product,
021 
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ight result in inviting people with expertise, expectations,
tc., that do not align with the project goals, potentially mis- 
sing stakeholders’ time. The suggestion for a stakeholder ad- 
isory board aligned well with the original intentions detailed 

n the project’s premise. However, development of an advisory 
oard was delayed to account for the feedback obtained at this 
orkshop. 

ey lessons learned from workshop format 

The workshop format proved to be a valuable, efficient tac- 
ic to engage with rangeland advisors for sharing and gaining 

eedback on project results. We learned valuable input from 

articipants that we believe will help us best translate research 

ndings into practical outputs. Although each region and sit- 
ation is different, we believe our lessons can be applicable 
o other efforts to incorporate rangeland advisors’ guidance 
nto products of research endeavors. We provide the follow- 
ng lessons learned to inform future stakeholder engagement 
fforts. 

iming and length of workshop 

Running a total of 3 hours, the workshop proved too long 

or some participants, evidenced by a decrease in attendance 
oward the end of the event. We held the workshop in a period
f heightened virtual communication due to the COVID-19 

andemic. Requesting the time, energy, and attention of oth- 
rs during this time entails a more critical consideration of 
eople’s emotional and mental capacities. For future events,
ffering a series of workshops could potentially assist in break- 
ng up the agenda and potentially leave more time for ques- 
ions, discussion, and information sharing. Simultaneously, a 
eries of workshops would build familiarity among partici- 
ants over time, creating a network of involved technical and 

ervice providers. Those benefits would need to be balanced,
owever, against the likelihood that some participants would 

ot be able to attend more than one workshop due to other
ime commitments. The event also occurred during livestock 

air and showing season, limiting the availability of our tar- 
eted audience. We recorded the workshop and shared rele- 
ant materials after the workshop for those who were unable 
o attend for the entirety or at all. 

reworkshop communication 

Gentle reminders sent a week, 2 days, and the morning 

efore the workshop ensured the event was not forgotten 

mong busy calendars. Reminder emails included the date,
ime, Zoom access details, and the most recent agenda. Pro- 
iding a detailed agenda before the meeting demonstrated re- 
pect for par ticipants’ time, str uctured the meeting, and rein- 
orced the meeting goals and objectives. Additionally, we pro- 
ided the discussion prompts before the workshop and again 

t the workshop break so that participants would have time to 
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onclusions 

We argue that public programs, strategies, and incentives
o implement climate adaptation are more effective if they are
ailored to the local diversity in exposures, sensitivities and
daptation opportunities faced by ranchers and land man-
gers. Thus, perhaps the most important result of the work-
hop was a reinforcement of the notion that “one size does
ot fit all.” Accommodating variety in resource development
nd outreach must consider multiple factors: variation in the
anching communit y, instabilit y in the environment beyond
limate, and what variables are chosen in the types of analyses
e performed for R3. 

For full-time ranchers, attending a workshop conducted in
ollaboration by climate, beef, crop, range, and economic CES
ducators and scientists might be the best way to learn about
ptions for adaptation. For those ranchers who must maintain
 second job, asynchronous communication channels may be
he only accessible ways to learn. There remain differences in
ural internet access and capacity that will make web-based
ools more useful in some locations than in others. Because
ime is limited, the methods used to help ranchers adapt to cli-
ate change must be designed so that even small investments

n time can lead to real improvements in resilience. When de-
eloping the messaging of these outputs, remembering that
ustaining rancher livelihoods provides a universal avenue to
eaching diverse audiences. 

Although forage availability is a critical factor in climate
hange adaptation for ranchers, it is far from the only consid-
ration. This emerging workshop idea reinforces the initial
roject guiding principle that both social and natural com-
onents determine effective adaptive strategies.6 Adaptation
ust include tracking and responding not only to a chang-

ng climate, but also to changes in markets, rangeland plant
ommunities, and the human communities in which ranchers
eside. 

Lastly, ranchers and their rangeland advisors will have key
nsight to the variables, geographic scales, and timeframes to
nc lude in c limate assessments that would produce action-
ble results. Involving these folks early and throughout the
esearch development and execution is vital. However, re-
earchers must remain transparent to the uncertainty of their
odels and invest in other methods to complement gaps in
odel shortcomings. 
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